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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several recent papers have explored the apparently intimate relation which 
seems to exist between mean ergodic theorems and the solution by iteration 
of linear functional equations in Banach spaces, see De Figueiredo and 
Karlovitz [3], Dotson [4], and Outlaw and Groetsch [6]. The mean ergodic 
theorems used have been those of Kakutani and Yosida, Eberlein, and G. 
Birkhoff, respectively. In this paper we will use a generalization of Eberlein’s 
mean ergodic theorem to subsume some of the main results of [3] and [4], 
and to obtain some new results. Our generalized mean ergodic theorem seems 
particularly appropriate, since many results of iterative analysis follow quite 
directly from it. Indeed, it becomes clear that the iterative solution of linear 
functional equations (as in [2], [3], and [4]) is actually a special case of mean 
ergodic theory for affine operators. 
2. GENERALIZATION OF EBERLEIN’S MEAN ERGODIC THEOREM 
The mean ergodic theorem of Eberlein [5] for semigroups of linear operators 
will here be generalized to obtain a mean ergodic theorem for arbitrary 
collections of affine operators. The closed convex hull of a set A is denoted 
by -d;;(A); strong convergence is denoted by --f and weak convergence by -. 
Suppose E is a locally convex Hausdorff linear topological space, and G = {S,} 
is any collection of continuous affine self-mappings of E. For each 01 we have 
S, = T, + fm where T, is a continuous linear operator on E and fa E E. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose {C,> is a net of continuous ajine self-mappings of E 
such that (a) {C,} is an equicontinuous collection, and(b) Csz E ${S z : S, E G}) 
for all /I and fw all z E E. Suppose .r E E such that (c) 
hm(C,S,X - Csx) = li,m(S,Csv - C,x) = 0 (strongly) 
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for each S, E G, and (d) the net {C,+> clusters weakly at y E E. Then S,y = y 
for each S, E G, y E G({S ,X : S, E G}), and lime C,x = y (strongly). 
Proof. By (b) we have that, for all 8, C,x E z({Sax : S, E G}) = a weakly 
closed set (since closed and convex), and so (d) implies y E Z((Sax : S, E G}). 
Since E* (the adjoint space of E) distinguishes points of E, F(y - S,y) = 0 
for all F E E* and all S, E G will imply S,y = y for all S, E G. Suppose 
FEE* and S,=T,+f,EG.LetH=FoT,EE*. Let E>O be given. 
Since strong convergence implies weak convergence, (c) gives us that there 
exists ,!I,, such that for all fl > &, 
1 F( C,x - S,$,r)~ < f . (1) 
Since {C,x} clusters weakly at y, there exists some fl > ,!I0 such that y - Cex 
belongs to the weak neighborhood of 0 determined by F, H E E* and c/3 > 0, 
i.e., we have 
I F(Y - CA < + (2) 
and also 
I WY - C,A = I Way) - WJW < f . 
Noticing that 
we get 
F(S$,x - S,y) = F(S,C,x) - F(S,y) 
= W,Gx + fu) - F(T,Y + fm) 
= F(T,C,x) - Way), 
Adding the inequalities (l), (2), (3) g ives us 1 F( y - S,y)l < E, and E arbitrary 
implies F( y - S, y) = 0. Hence S,y = y for all S, E G. 
Finally we prove C,x + y. Let N be any neighborhood of 0 and choose a 
convex neighborhood V of 0 such that V + V C N. For each /I we have 
C, = A, + he where A, is a continuous linear operator on E and h, E E. 
Hypothesis (a) clearly implies that {Ae} is an equicontinuous collection. 
Hence, since A,(O) = 0 for all /I, there exists a neighborhood W of 0 such 
that A,(W) C V for all 8. So we have C,(W) C V + h, for all 8. Since we 
have already proved that y E z((S’2 : S, E G}), there exists a convex com- 
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bination S” = ‘& aiSori of members of G such that y - S*X E W. 
Hypothesis (c) implies that there exsits /3s such that for all fi > & 
csso,,x - c-,x E v (for i = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
Since affine mappings preserve convex combinations, we have for all /3 
CBS*x - C,x = f aiCBS,ix - i a,C,x 
i=l i=l 
= f a([CBSu,x - C&j. 
i-1 
Thus, since V is convex, C,S*x - C,x E V for all /I > &, . Since S,y = y 
for all S, E G, hypothesis (b) gives us C, y E &${y}), so that Cay = y for 
all t9. For all /3 > PO we have 
y - c,x = c,y - c,s*x + cpx - c,x 
= C&y - s*x) - k, + (cBs*x - c-,x) 
ELqg(W)-khgf VCVf VCN. 
So, since N was an arbitrary neighborhood of 0, we have C,x + y. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. If E is a normed linear space, then a necessary and sufficient 
condition for {C,} = {A, + h,) to be equicontinuous is that there exists 
M > 0 such that 11 A, 11 < M for all p. 
3. APPLICATION TO ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
Suppose E is a normed linear space, T is a continuous linear operator on E, 
and f E E. We consider the equation 
u - Tu =f. (4) 
Defining S = T + f, we have that u is solution of (4) if and only if SW = u 
for all 71 = 0, 1, 2 ,..., where So = I. Let G be the collection 
{S” : 11 = 0, 1,2,...} of continuous affine mappings. Suppose A = [aJ is an 
infinite real matrix satisfying: (Ml) anj > 0 for all rz, j, and anj = 0 for 
j > n; (M2) xy=, anj = 1 for each n. For each positive integer n, define 
polynomials a,(t), b,(t) by 
a,(t) = f a,jt+l , 
j=l 
b,(t) = ’ FTf’) . (5) 
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Condition (M2) insures that b,(t) is a polynomial. Define linear operators 
9, = a,(T), B, = b,(T) for each n. Clearly we have, for each n, 
(I - T) B, = B,(I - T) = I - A,. (6) 
The operator T is said to be asymptotically A-bounded provided there exists 
IV > 0 such that /I A, 11 < M for all n; and T is said to be asymptotic&y 
A-regular provided TL4,x - .4,x - 0 for each x E E. We note that if T is 
asymptotically A-regular then 
T2A,x - A,x = T(TA,x - A,x) + (TA,x - A,r) + 0 
since T is linear and continuous; and, by induction, 
TmA,x - A,.x = A,,T’“x - A,x + 0 
as n + 00, for each m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and each x E E. 
For each n, we define a continuous affine mapping C, by C,, = Cy=, a,,$‘-r. 
With G = (9 : n = 0, 1, 2,...}, it is clear that the sequence {C,} satisfies 
hypothesis (b) in Theorem 1. To study the other hypotheses in Theorem 1 
we will need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. For each n, C, = A, + B, f. 
Proof. We have 
C, = i u,,~( T + f  )j-l = i a,,j (p-l + g T”-lf) 
j=l j=l 
= -4,, + f .  
From Eqs. (5) we have, using (M2), 
b,(t) = f 4; 1 :j-‘1 = n 
i-l 
j=l 
2 anj IX1 ti-1* (7) 
and, since B, = b,(T), the desired conclusion follows at once. (We define 
g=, = 0.) Q.E.D. 
From Lemma 1 and Remark 1 it is clear that {C,} will be equicontinuous 
(hypothesis (a) in Theorem 1) if and only if T is asymptotically A-bounded. 
LEMMA 2. For each m and each n, we have 
C,,Sm - C, = SW, - C, = (TmA, - A,) + A, (gl T+y) . 
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Proof. Using Lemma 1, we have 
C,P - C,, = A,(T + f)“’ + Bnf - A, - Bnf 
‘,N 
= A, i-1 + 1 Tj-‘f - A, 
j=l i 
= (T”-4, - A,) + -4, 
since -4, is linear and commutes with T. Also we have 
PC,, - C, = (T + f)” (A, + Z&f) - A, - Bnf 
= T”(A, + B, f) + f Tj-lf - A, - B, f 
j=l 
Writing 
= (PA, - A,) - (I - T”) B, f + f Tj-lf. 
i=l 
and using Eq. (6), this becomes 
SmCIl - C, = (TmrZ, - A,) - (I - -4,) f + f Tj-‘f 
j=l 
= (T’“,-l, - A,) + A, Q.E.D. 
The next lemma will be needed in order to obtain results of [3] as corollaries 
of our theorems. 
LEMMA 3. If the continuous linear operator T is asymptotically bounded 
(i.e., asymptotically Ai-bounded, where L4i is the infinite identity matrix) then T 
is asymptotically AC-bounded and asymptotically AC-regular, where Ae is the 
Cesdro matrix. 
Proof. We have 11 Tj-l /I < M for all j = 1, 2,..., and so clearly 
II( II = !I (;) $I Ti-l )I d (;) WI> = fif 
409/34/I-‘0 
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for all n = 1, 2,... . Also we have, for all x E E, 
II WC) n x - (Ac)n x 11 = 11 (;) i (T’s - Tj-lx) (( 
j=l 




(‘3, = (A% + Wnf = (;) Fl s-l = ($) il (T +f)j-‘. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the continuous linear operator T on the normed linear 
space E is asymptotically A-bounded and asymptotically A-regular (where A 
is any matrix satisfying (Ml), (M2) ab ove ) , and suppose f  is in the range of 
I - T. Then for each x E E such that {C,,x} = {A,x + B, f} has a weak cluster 
point u, , {C,,x} converges strongly to the solution u = u, of the equation 
u- Tu =f. 
Proof. Since T is asymptotically A-bounded, {C,} satisfies hypothesis (a) 
of Theorem 1 (see Lemma 1 and Remark 1 above). We have also observed 
above that {C,} satisfies hypothesis (b) in Theorem 1, where 
G = {S’Xo = {(T + f  )n}Z’+ , 
and where our observation was based upon the definition of C,, and the 
matrix properties (Ml), (M2). By hypothesis of our present theorem, {C,x> 
has a weak cluster point u, so that hypothesis (d) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. 
Thus it remains only to show that hypothesis (c) of Theorem 1 is satisfied, 
and then Theorem 1 will clearly yield immediately the conclusion of the 
present theorem. Since f  is in the range of I - T there exists y E E such that 
f  = y - Ty. Hence x7=, Tj-If = y - T”y, and so by Lemma 2 we have 
C,S”x - C-,x = S*C,x - C,x = (TmA,x - A,r) + (-4,~ - AnTmy)+ 0 
as n + co, for each m, since T is asymptotically A-regular. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. If E is a Banach space and f  E E such that {c’z, Ti-‘fj;=l 
is contained in a weakly compact subset of E, then by a result of Browder [l], 
f  is in the range of I - T, and so Theorem 2 can be applied. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the continuous linear operator T on the Banach space 
E is asymptotically d-regular (where .4 is any matrix satisfying (Ml), (M2) 
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above), and suppose T is weakly asymptotically A-convergent, in the sense that 
{A,z} converges weakly for all z E E. Suppose f E E such that f is in the range 
of I - T. Then for each x E E, (C,x> = {A,x + B, f} converges strongly to a 
solution u = us of the equation u - Tu = f. 
Proof. For each z E E, (11 A,z II} is bounded (since {A,z} converges 
weakly). Hence by the uniform boundedness principle, (11 A, Ii> is bounded, 
and so T is asymptotically A-bounded. Thus Theorem 3 will follow from 
Theorem 2 if we can show that {C,x} = {A,x + B, f} clusters weakly for 
each x E E. We have f = (I - T) y for some y E E, and so 
C,x = -4,x + B,(I - T) y 
= A,x + (I - A,) y 
by Eq. (6). Hence, since T is weakly asymptotically A-convergent, {C,x} 
converges weakly for each x E E. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3. Theorem 3 is essentially equivalent to statement (a) of 
Theorem 4 of [4], since asymptotically A-convergent operators (as defined 
in [4]) are clearly asymptotically A-regular and weakly asymptotically A-con- 
vergent. But these latter two properties imply asymptotic A-boundedness (see 
above proof of Theorem 3), and hence imply asymptotic A-convergence (by 
Theorem 5 of [4]). We have, however removed one of the matrix properties 
used in [4]. 
Remark 4. If T is asymptotically bounded, then by Lemma 3, T is 
asymptotically r2%egular. Also, if {T%) converges weakly for each z E E 
then so does {(Ac)n a}, since the Ceslro matrix is a regular matrix. Hence 
Theorem 3 clearly generalizes statement (a) of Theorem 1 of [3], since 
(CC), (Sx,) = (;) i She =Yn 
j=l 
as in [3]. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose the continuous linear operator T on the normed linear 
space E is asymptotically A-bounded and asymptotically A-regular (where A is 
any matrix satisfying (Ml), (M2) above), and suppose f E E. Suppose that, for 
some x E E, some subsequence {C,,x} of (C,,x} converges weakly to some y E E, 
and suppose {A,,, f} converges weakly to 0 E E. Then y - Ty = f, and 
{C,x} = {A,x + B, f} converges strongly to y. 
Proof. This result will follow immediately from Theorem 2 if we can 
show that f is in the range of I - T. We do this by showing that y - Ty = f, 
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or, equivalently, Sy = Ty + f = y. S is weakly continuous (since affine and 
strongly continuous), and so Cnjx = &,s + B,J- y implies 
SC,,s = TA+ + TB,n, f + f - Sy, 
and subtraction yields 
( TAnj.x - A,;x) - (I - T) B,, f + f - Sy - y. 
Noticing that the asymptotic A-regularity of T implies TA,LI.~ - Anjx - 0 
(h ence - 0 also), and using equation (6), we get 
whence A,. f - Sy - y. Since by hypothesis we have A,j f - 0, and since 
the weak tapology is Hausdorff, we get Sy - y = 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5. Theorem 4 generalizes statement (b) of Theorem 4 of [4], 
since in that theorem of [4] T . is asymptotically A-convergent and so 
{Anf} converges strongly to Qfi but Qf = 0, as proved in Theorem 2 of [4]. 
Again we have removed one of the matrix properties used in [4]. 
Remark 6. If T is asymptotically bounded, then by Lemma 3, T is 
asymptotically AC-bounded and asymptotically AC-regular. Furthermore, if 
a subsequence {(Cc)+v} of the sequence {(Cc), X} converges weakly to some 
y E E, and if there exists N > 0 such that Ij Ci”l, Ti-lfII < N for all nj , 
then since 
for all nj , we see that {(Ac),~ f} converges strongly to 0, and so Theorem 4 
can be applied. Hence Theorem 4 generalizes statement (b) of Theorem 1 
of [3]. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose the continuous linear operator Ton the Banach space 
E is asymptotically A-bounded and asymptotically A-regular (where A is any 
matrix satisfying (Ml), (M2) above), and suppose f E E. Suppose that, for 
some IV E E, {C,,x> is contained in a weakly compact subset of E, and suppose 
(A, f} converges weakly to 0 E E. Then {C,x} = {A,x + B, f} converges 
strongly to a solution of the equation u - Tu = f. 
Proof. By the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, weak compactness in Banach 
spaces implies weak sequential compactness. Hence there is a subsequence 
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P+> of {G > h h x w ic converges weakly to some y E E. We have A,, f - 0, 
since A,f - 0. Thus Theorem 4 can be applied to complete the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
Re~~ark 7. The comments made in Remark 5 above show that Theorem 5 
generalizes statement (c) of Theorem 4 of [4]. 
Remark 8. The comments made in Remark 6 above must be modified 
slightly to show that Theorem 5 generalizes statement (c) of Theorem 1 
of [3]. As in Remark 6, we have that T is asymptoticallv AC-bounded and 
asymptotically AC-regular. We have 11 T” 11 < &I and I/ Cl1 T+lf I/ < N for 
all 1z (by hypothesis of Theorem 1 of [3]), and so for each x E E 
for all n, and hence 
for each x E E and for all n. So, since E is reflexive (by hypothesis in [3]), for 
each x E E we have that {(Cc), x} is contained in a weakly compact subset of 
E. Finally we have 
for all n, so that A, f  -+ 0. Hence Theorem 5 can be applied to obtain the 
conclusion that for each x E E the sequence ((Cc)n x} converges strongly to a 
solution of the equation u - Tu = f. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose the continuous linear operator T on the Banach 
space E is asymptotically A-bounded and asymptotically A-regular (where A 
is any matrix satisfying (Ml), (M2) above), and suppose f  E E such that 
{CL, Tj-lf}z=l is contained in a weakly compact subset K of E. ThHl the 
sequence {C,(O)) = {A,,(O) + B, f} converges strongly to a solution of the 
equation u - Tu = f. 
Proof. From Remark 2 we have that f  is in the range of I - T. The 
desired result will therefore follow from Theorem 2 provided we can show 
that (C,(O)} has a weak cluster point. We do this by showing (C,(O)} is 
contained in a weakly compact set. By the Krein-Smulian theorem, 
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$K u (0)) is weakly compact. Since each A, is a linear operator, we have 
AJO) = 0 for each n, and so using Eq. (7) we get 
C,(O) = B,f = b,(T)f = i a,j (F T+lf) 9 
j=l i=l 
from which it is clear that C,(O) E&K U (0)) for all n. (As in Eq. (7) 
we define & = 0.) Q.E.D. 
Remark 9. Since T asymptotically bounded implies T asymptotically 
AC-bounded and asymptotically AC-regular, it is clear that Theorem 6 
generalizes Theorem 3 of [3]. 
Remark 10. In closing we wish to point out that one can use 
A = Ai = the infinite identiy matrix in all of our theorems. Our theorems 
then pertain to the ordinary iterative process x,+~ = Sx, = TX, + f, and 
they constitute generalizations of Theorem 1 of [2]. The asymptotic con- 
vergence of T (which is assumed in Theorem 1 of [2]) certainly implies 
asymptotic boundedness of T and asymptotic regularity of T (i.e., asymptotic 
A’-boundedness and asymptotic Ai-regularity). On the other hand, as shown 
in [4], there exist continuous linear operators (on nonreflexive Banach spaces) 
which are asymptotically bounded and asymptotically regular but not 
asymptotically convergent. 
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